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eleanor antin - feldmangallery - 2008 san diego art museum, san diego, ca, eleanor antin: historical takes,
july 19 – november 2. ronald feldman fine arts, new york, ny, helen’s odyssey, february 15 – march 29. 2007
galerie erna hecey, brussels, belgium, the empire of signs, february 3 – april 4. some historical takes labos ulg - some historical takes eleanor antin from the interview with max kozloff in eleanor antin: historical
takes (prestel, 2008), the catalog accompanying her san diego museum of art exhibit Òthe forms (and stances)
you consider are hellenistic and roman, but your feeling for them would seem to be romantic. with a bang:
an interview with eleanor antin - with a bang: an interview with eleanor antin by erik morse october 22,
2017 eleanor antin began her career as a stage actress and painter-cum-assemblagist in the late 1950s. she
was inspired by the techniques of yiddish theater and michelangelo antonioni, as well as those of marcel
duchamp and fluxus. eleanor antin (usa, b. 1935) solo exhibitions - eleanor antin (usa, b. 1935) solo
exhibitions 2016 eleanor antin: what time is it?, diane rosenstein gallery, los angeles, ca i wish i had a paper
doll i could call my own…, ronald feldman fine arts, new york, ny 2014 eleanor antin: passengers, diane
rosenstein gallery, los angeles, ca multiple occupancy: eleanor antin’s “selves,” ica, boston, ma historical
takes - buecher - this book was published in conjunction with the exhibition eleanor antin: historical takes
held at the san diego museum of art, july 19–november 2, 2008. eleanor antin: historical takes is organized by
the san diego museum of art and made possible by the generosity of pam and jerry cesak, sharon and joel
labovitz, gordon brodfuehrer, ronald feldman fine arts, the artists guild and an ... culpan, daniel. eleanor
antin, romans & kings the white ... - eleanor antin, portrait of the king, 1972 black and white photograph
mounted on board, 34.9 x 22.48 cm ... “historical takes,” as well as a reading from her ten-year cycle of
performances, films, photos, and writings as the fictitious ballets russes ballerina eleanora antinova, which was
collected in a book titled an artist’s community vs. context in the reception of eleanor antin's ... community vs. context in the reception of eleanor antin’s retrospective lucy soutter the eleanor antin
retrospective curated by howard n. fox at the los angeles county museum in 1999, was strikingly well received.
the show and its catalogue were praised locally, in the los angeles times , and nationally, in a string of positive
mommy, where do projects come from? - high tech high - it was called historical takes by san diego
artist, eleanor antin. i sauntered through entrance to the swanky evening exhibition expecting to be impressed
by the art. indeed i was, but it turned out to be a lesson planning adventure like no other. antin created a
collection of photographic portraits depicting historical arth 661 contemporary art & criticism 2 material
traces ... - martin jay, “aesthetic experience and historical experience,” in thompson, ed. ahistoric occasion.
cubitt, “memory as reconstruction,” in history and memory. amelia jones, “time traveler: eleanor antin as
mythographer of the self,” eleanor antin: historical takes (san diego: san diego museum of art, 2008). focus:
the artist as archivist at diane rosenstein fine art, by lenae day (april 24, 2014) - beautiful monumental
historical takes series (from 2001 to 2007) that photographically re-create classical greek and roman scenes in
the style of 19th-century salon-style painting. five of these pieces are on view in the exhibit, but watching
antin’s own telling of their creation is the most fascinating and hilarious. the video shows her from cameron
to convergence: photo-narrative with fantasy ... - historical moment even though she too did not
attempt to replicate historical costume preferring instead the creative use of available dress. antin’s settings,
although more lavish than cameron’s, still rely on costume to supply narrative context and to demonstrate that
they are historical fantasies re-enacted on a contemporary stage. martha rosler's critical position within
feminist ... - eleanor antin's retrospective (14, feb 2001) 61 alexander alberro discussant's closing remarks
(14, feb 2001) 67 ... resulted in a misunderstanding and a historical misplacement of rosler’s work: ... the
viewer takes no active part in its completion. the second strain of conceptualism, according to krauss, derives
from minimalist ...
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